TOOL BOX 006-Understanding of basic structure from DOL to SAQCC

GOVERNMENT
LEGISLATION
(CHEMICAL REACTION)

SAQCC (OXYGEN)
DOL Department of Labour carries out the policing of the Legislation on Behalf of the Government.
They appoint bodies to perform certain tasks.
SABS South African Bureau of Standards have been mandated to Certify Approved SANS1475
Companies.
They control the compliance inspections / audits of approved companies in terms of SANS 1475
Part 1 – QUALITY SYSTEMS, and Site inspection of Qualified Competent Technicians.
SAQCC South African Qualification Certificating Committee have been appointed to control the
Safety, Education, and Training of Registered Assistant’s, Trainees, and Competent (qualified)
people.

SABS
D.O.L
SAQCC
Like the Fire Triangle remove any one the Legislation (Chemical Reaction) cannot happen.
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Before Legislation People Serviced Fire Safety equipment as they wished resulting in failed
equipment, Dangerous equipment, loss of property, and loss of life.
The Government wisely appointed the DOL to Police the legislation which they do from the main
vehicle Occupational Health and Safety Act.
From this you can already see that this Legislation is to SAVE LIVES, and Reduce Possible INJURIES
by various control. The government does not want their citizen injuring themselves or others.
The government also does not want the infrastructure Damaged or Destroyed.
The DOL are not experts in all fields so they employ SABS to ensure that certified companies to
international quality standards, as they are the experts in that field. Involve in their inspections /
audits they also check training records, PPE, and safe work procedures. These inspections are
based on the ISO9001 Quality Control System.
They also check the actual work carried out by the Competent Person (SAQCC Registered
Technician) to ensure that they are servicing to the required SANS standards.

The DOL also employed SAQCC to ensure that People are trained to the required standards to
perform the work required…. SAQCC does that by employing SETA approved training
establishments who in-turn ensure that the people can work to the required standards including
safety. When the reach the required standard they are issued a Certificate stating that the person
is fit to work unsupervised both technically and safely.
This certificate is returned to SAQCC and after 6 months practical probation. SAQCC issues a
Registration Card ( This is like a Driver’s License, Passport and is acknowledge of competence or in
the case of a passport you are fit to represent the country).
So the bottom line is that you’re Registration Number and Card is the property of the
Government. This card and/or number can be removed under the constitution of SAQCC for
various reasons under the disciplinary Code.
You are the ambassadors for the fire industry when you are issued with a registration number
from SAQCC, and as long as you perform your tasks SAFELY, TECHNICALLY CORRECT, and WITH THE
QUALITY SYSTEMS REQUIRED BY sabs. Everybody is HAPPY
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